The Kent Singers has implemented the following policies regarding attendance at all in-person concerts:
Vaccination required: All attendees must be fully vaccinated against COVID-19 with booster, if eligible,
at least 14 days before the concert date
and show documentation of vaccination with a photo ID before being admitted into any indoor concert
venue.
Properly fitting masks covering both the nose and the mouth are required of all attendees and must be
worn at all times while in the concert venue.
This policy is subject to change, in accordance with guidelines from the CDC and the state of CT and will
be revised as more age groups become eligible for vaccination.
The Kent Singers will continue to monitor the conditions that impact our policies and modify our
requirements as needed and permitted.
Compliance and Agreement:
Your ticket purchase or use indicates that you agree to comply with our health protocols at all times
while attending our concerts and consent to our policies.
COVID-19 WARNING AND WAIVER OF CLAIMS: While The Kent Singers is working to ensure the health
and safety of everyone present at our concerts, an inherent risk of exposure exists anywhere that
people gather. We cannot guarantee that all exposure to COVID-19 will be eliminated as a result of our
protocols. COVID-19 is highly contagious and can cause severe illness that can be fatal, resulting in
death.
By attending, you assume any and all risks regarding exposure to COVID-19.
By attending any of our concerts, you are voluntarily assuming all risks and dangers that can come with
attending any live concert with singing and other people gathered in an enclosed space.
You agree to waive any and all claims and potential claims on your behalf against The Kent Singers and
its participants and performers relating in any way to exposure to or contracting of COVID-19 or any
other communicable disease and agree to indemnify The Kent Singers if you or your heirs or anyone else
on your behalf files suit despite your waiving all claims as above.

